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If you own mineral rights, chances are you want to know more about mineral rights value.  How much are mineral rights worth?  Where can 

I find this information?  At US Mineral Exchange our goal is to help mineral owners learn everything they can about their mineral rights.

Mineral owners will search around online hoping to find the answer.  Unfortunately, it’s impossible to find a direct answer about the value 

of your mineral rights.  There are two primary reasons for this:

Public Records
When When you sell a home, that information becomes public record.  Companies like Zillow can pick up this information and put it all together 

to help estimate the value of your home.  Mineral rights are a completely different story because sales information is not public record.  

This means that access to information about what things are selling for is very limited and unreliable.

Timing
Unlike most markets where value generally moves slowly in one direction or the other, mineral rights change in value very quickly.  We 

have seen many instances where an area that was extremely active just a few months before is no longer in demand.  

With limited information about the value and constantly changing marWith limited information about the value and constantly changing market prices, how can mineral rights value be determined?  The market 

value of mineral rights is determined by what a buyer is willing to pay today for your property.

The only way to find out the exact market value of your mineral rights is to market them for sale to thousands of buyers.  
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Accepng the 1st Offer
If there is one mistake that can cost you the most money, this is it.  Many mineral owners make the mistake of accepting the first 

offer.  Why is that such a big mistake?  You only have a single piece of information.  With only one offer in hand, how do know that’s 

the highest offer that you could receive?  If you want to ensure maximum value for selling mineral rights it’s extremely important to 

get competing offers.

Leers in the mail
Accepting an offer Accepting an offer you receive in the mail is frequently a big mistake.  Buyers who send letters in the mail are certainly not making 

their highest offer.  Their goal is to locate a mineral owner who has no idea what their rights are worth and get them to sell below 

market value.  Don’t let that be you!  We have also seen a number of buyers send extremely high offers in the mail.  They do this so 

you’ll pick up the phone and contact them.  Once you contact them they revise their offer lower “based on certain conditions” and 

try to convince you to sell.  

Shotgun Approach
MaMany mineral owners take the shotgun approach.  They contact a few buyers and request offers.  The problem is that you can’t 

possibly reach out to enough buyers to get a fair price.  You also don’t know how reputable the buyer is.  If you spent time reaching 

out to 50 buyers, you would be contacting less than 1% of the qualified buyers you could reach by selling mineral rights at US 

Mineral Exchange. 

Flippers
Did Did you know that a large percentage of “mineral buyers” are not buyers at all?  Many “mineral buyers” have no intention of buying 

your property.  By our estimates over 50% of the “mineral buyers” you find are not actually buying your property.  These buyers will 

convince you to sell at a certain price and get you to sign a contact.  They will then turn around and flip that contract to a real buyer 

making a 20%, 30%, or even 50% profit at your expense.  Working with a true end buyer is another key to getting the highest value.  

At US Mineral Exchange we only work with true end buyers. 



The case for holding onto mineral rights
If you do not currently need the money for anything and you are willing to hold onto your mineral rights for a long period of time 

(10+ years), holding might be the right option for you.  Here are some of the benefits of holding onto your mineral rights:

LEASING:  When you own the mineral rights, the first step in the drilling process is leasing mineral rights.  You will receive 

a lease bonus when you lease your mineral rights to an operator.  

RROYALTIES:  When you hold your mineral rights, you are hoping that your property is leased and eventually drilled on.  

Once drilling occurs and they locate oil and/or gas, you will be paid for your proportionate share of the income.  

The case for selling mineral rights
Here are some of the benefits of selling mineral rights. These are also some of the most common reasons people decide to sell 

mineral rights:

TIMING:TIMING:  Many mineral owners sell mineral rights simply because they don’t want to wait years to see if any drilling 

occurs.  If you don’t want to hold onto the property for 10+ years to see what happens, selling mineral rights can make 

sense.

GAMBLE:  Holding onto your mineral rights can be a gamble. The oil and gas industry is facing rapidly increasing pressure 

to address societal and environmental issues. From climate change conversations to the removal of tax incentives both the 

industry and mineral owners depend on, the case for holding onto mineral rights long term is certainly changing.

RETIREMENRETIREMENT:  A lot of mineral owners choose to sell during retirement.  Doing so will clean up your estate so your heirs 

inherit cash instead of mineral rights. 

FINANCIAL NEED:  There are many individuals who find themselves in a financial situation where they need to sell.  
               

Deciding whether to sell mineral rights or hold onto them is a difficult question.  If you find yourself conflicted over         

 whether to sell mineral rights or hold onto them, remember that it’s your decision. When comparing selling for cash today     

instead of holding onto the mineral rights, the best choice is the one that meets your current financial goals.   
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Our focus at US Mineral Exchange has always been on mineral and royalty owners.  Our company was founded to help mineral and 

royalty owners sell their interests for maximum value.  Below are a just a few actual Google reviews from our clients. 

Sale in Howard County, Texas - Roger P.

       I would highly recommend both USME and their excellent employee, Terra Castagna, as a great resource for anyone looking to determine 

the value of their mineral interests on the open market.  My experience in dealing with them was that they were very professional and of high 

integrity, which creates a trust relationship that is invaluable. If the opportunity arises, I would definitely not hesitate to use them again!  

Sale in Midland County, Texas - Ceci W. 

       ''US Mineral Exchange made selling my mineral interest so smooth and easy. They are very professional and offer top notch expertise in 

helping the seller get his/her best offer.

Sale in Caddo County, Louisiana - Kenneth W.  

       ….They are very knowledgeable and delivered on their promise of finding us a better deal, and quickly I might add. We had an offer prior to 

dealing with US Mineral Exchange and thought it was a good deal until we learned better through US Mineral Exchange…..I can't say enough 

good things about our experience and would suggest using them to anyone who is interested in selling their mineral rights..

Sale in Mountrail, North Dakota - Conley L. 

      Thank you very much for helping me thru the selling process of my mineral rights. Your excellent customer service and attention to detail 

made the process very easy. Your research of the history and records of my rights was extremely helpful in completing this project. Again, 

thank you for the very professional service.

Sale in Leon County, Texas - David T.

      Overall excellent experience. Very professional and responsive staff. They are experts at the minerals business and the process reflected 

such. The transaction was completed in less than a week and we netted much higher proceeds than we expected. Highly recommended.
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